Abstract: Yochai Benkler defines commons-based peer production as a non-market sector of information, knowledge and cultural production, which is not treated as private property but as an ethic of open sharing and co-operation, and is largely enhanced by the Internet and free/open source software. This paper makes the case that there is a tension between Benkler's liberal commitments and his anarchistic vision of the commons. Benkler limits the scope of commons-based peer production to the immaterial production of the digital commons, while paradoxically envisaging the control of the world economy by the commons. This paradox reflects a deeper lacuna in his work, revealing the absence of a concrete strategy as to how the immaterial production of the digital commons can connect to material production and control the world economy. The paper concludes with an enquiry into some of the latest efforts in the literature to fill this gap.
Introduction
Yochai Benkler has been one of the most prominent scholars to elaborate on a novel mode of production that emerged in the last decades in stark contrast to both state and for-profit production. His work has introduced commons-based peer production in the social sciences as a non-market sector of information, knowledge and cultural production, not treated as private property but as an ethic of open sharing and cooperation. Benkler has focused particularly on the Digital Commons of the Internet and free/open source software (FOSS).
Benkler's work has had a great impact on FOSS development and contributed enormously to the dissemination of the term "commons-based peer production" among scholars, citizens and activists in the last decades. However, there are scarcely any papers in the literature examining his work in depth.
This article is an attempt to shed light on Benkler's work and commons-based peer production in general. My main argument here is that Benkler limits the scope of commons-based peer production to the immaterial production of the digital commons, while paradoxically envisaging the control of the world economy by commonsbased peer production. Therefore, a tension arises between Benkler's liberal commitments and his anarchistic visions, revealing a deeper lacuna in his work concerning the absence of a concrete strategy as to how the immaterial production of the digital commons can replicate into material production and thereby control as much as possible of the world economy.
The structure of this article is as follows. Firstly, I outline the contours of commonsbased peer production. Secondly, I develop Benkler's theoretical explanation of commons-based peer production. Thirdly, I analyse the trade-offs between commons-based peer production, markets and managerial hierarchies. Fourthly, I briefly sketch out Bauwens and Kostakis's work, which has the ambition to resolve the tension in Benkler's work and connect the immaterial production of the digital commons to material production on the "Design Global -Manufacture Local" model. I conclude that in both Benkler's and in Bauwens and Kostakis's work there is a significant lack of the political dimension, which is necessary to uncover the challenges lying at the crossroads of technology, society and politics.
The Contours of Commons-Based Peer Production
Yochai Benkler's work builds on the technological innovations of the 21st century in the networked information economy with the aim to introduce a novel normative framework for refiguring civil collaboration with respect to the market-state nexus. He demonstrates a model of networked pragmatism/anarchism, emerging by virtue of information and communication technologies. Networked pragmatism/anarchism is based on the decentralised self-management of information, knowledge and cultural production supported by the Internet and FOSS. The concept of decentralised selfmanagement is not novel in economics and political theory, since it is reminiscent of the work of numerous thinkers, related to diverse and often disparate strands of political thought ranging from anarchocapitalism and anarchosyndicalism to autonomous Marxism and radical republicanism. What is novel in Benkler's work is the technological substratum of a liberal critique of managerial hierarchies and market limitations on individual freedom, participatory democracy and justice, ameliorated today by the emergence of a new organisational model termed "commons-based peer production".
Benkler defines commons-based peer production as a non-market sector of information, knowledge and cultural production, not treated as private property but as an ethic of open sharing, self-management and co-operation among peers who have access to fixed capital such as software and hardware (Benkler 2006, 59-90) . Commons-based peer production consists in open contributory networks of distributed tasks, set and executed by groups online in a decentralised and autonomous fashion.
The term 'commons' refers to a particular institutional form of structuring the right to access, use and control resources, which differs significantly from the current property regime dominant both in managerial hierarchies and markets. The distinctive features of the commons are: (1) decentralised self-governance through utilisation of participatory, meritocratic (do-ocracy) and charismatic rather than proprietary or contractual models; (2) the centrality of non-monetary motivations; and (3) the permeation of state and firm boundaries (Benkler et al. 2015, 2-3; Benkler 2016a, 2) .
Benkler divides commons into four types according to two parameters. The first parameter is whether commons are open or limited access. Examples of openaccess commons are airwaves, highways, parks, language, information, knowledge and culture. Examples of limited-access commons include those famously documented by Elinor Ostrom, who was awarded the Nobel Prize in economics in 2009 for having examined numerous successful cases of self-managed common pool resources (i.e. forests, pastures, fisheries, irrigation fields), manifested for centuries across the globe from the USA and Switzerland to Spain, Nepal and Indonesia (Ostrom 1990 ).
The second parameter is whether commons are regulated or unregulated. Limitedaccess commons are regulated, whereas open-access commons can be both regulated and unregulated depending on the content and context. For instance, access to information is limited when enclosed by intellectual property rights. But, arguably, this classification is circular and, therefore, problematic on purely logical grounds, since the criterion of classification (regulation/deregulation) is itself included in the first parameter. Thus, it is itself classified. Moreover, it does not take into account the rival and non-rival/anti-rival characteristics of the commons 1 .
For this reason, I propose a different classification. According to the content, there are two main types of commons: material/rival (natural resources) and immaterial/non-rival/anti-rival (language, information, knowledge, culture). Depending on the context, then, the commons can be regulated or unregulated. By content I mean here the 'endogenous' essence of things in general (i.e. data, molecules, words, etc.), whereas by context I refer to the 'exogenous' human framing of things (i.e. laws, design, customs, etc.) 2 . This classification avoids circularities inasmuch as content and context do not identify. Different contexts can apply to the same content and vice versa. For example, information -when not enclosed by intellectual property rightsis a common good 3 . Similarly, Massimo De Angelis argues:
The limit to what can be considered a common good is entirely contextual and political, depending on the political boundaries, imaginative capability and involvement in doing in commons that a community can give itself (De Angelis 2017, 63) .
De Angelis has correctly highlighted the relational/contextual character of the commons, that is, the social relations of commoning and governing the commons that give to a good the meaning of a common good (2017, (62) (63) (64) .
Benkler argues that not all peer production qualifies as commons-based production. The term "commons-based" denotes the absence of exclusive property:
The salient characteristic of commons, as opposed to property, is that no single person has exclusive control over the use and disposition of any particular resource in the commons. Instead, resources governed by commons may be used or disposed of by anyone among some (more or less well-defined) number of persons, under rules that may range from 'anything goes' to quite crisply articulated formal rules that are effectively enforced (Benkler 2006, 61) .
Benkler notes that the term "peer production" signifies a subset of commons-based production practices, which "[…] refers to production systems that depend on individual action that is self-selected and decentralized, rather than hierarchically assigned" (Benkler 2006, 62) . Benkler further makes the distinction between commons-based 1 A good is rival if its use by one person subtracts from the total available to others. For example, a fish or an apple is a rival good. A good is non-rival if the cost of reproducing an additional unit is near zero. For example, knowledge and information -when not enclosed by intellectual property rights -are non-rival goods. A good is anti-rival if it becomes more valuable as more people consume it. For example, the more people use a language or a software, the more valuable it becomes. For more see De Angelis (2017, 29-74) .
peer production (digital commons in his case) and firm-hosted peer production (peer production integrated into corporations such as IBM, Red Hat and Google). The latter refers also to online business models of the so-called 'sharing' and gig economy (i.e. Uber, Airbnb, Kickstarter, Taskrabbit and Upwork). The quintessential instance of commons-based peer production in the digital commons is free and open source software. FOSS was invented in 1984 by Richard Stallman, who introduced the GNU General Public License (GPL) as a legal hack in the traditional copyright system, allowing programmers to freely access, copy, modify and distribute software on the same copyright terms. Put differently, the core defining feature of FOSS is the renouncing of exclusive proprietary control over the software in which one has copyright (Benkler 2013, 221) . Far from meaning the abolition of copyright, the FOSS establishes a 'copyleft' system on the basis of the traditional copyright system. Building on top of the GPL, Linus Torvalds in 1991 developed the Linux operating system, which crystallised a model of collaborative production of software developers based on volunteering and sharing.
According to Michel Bauwens and Vasilis , FOSS sustains a sort of cyber-communism operating at the very heart of capitalism, where everybody can contribute and share. However, the most common political interpretations of FOSS tend to be libertarian rather than communist. Others have pointed to the political agnosticism of FOSS developers 4 .
Non-proprietary, voluntaristic, self-organised practices account for standardsetting for the Internet itself (TCP/IP, HTML) (Benkler 2013, 214) . FOSS produces some of the core software utilities that run the Web -servers, emails, scripting, applications, plugins. The FOSS accounts for 70% of web servers running on the Apache web server; more than 70% of web browsers (Firefox, Chrome); server-side programming languages (PHP); content management systems (Wordpress, Joomla, and Drupal have more than 70% of servers); smartphone operating systems; enterprise software (Google, Amazon and CNN.com run their servers on the GNU/Linux operating system; 40% of firms engaged in software development contribute to the FOSS development). In short, roughly half of the Internet runs on FOSS.
The digital commons of FOSS development, however, is not the only instance of commons-based peer production. The latter expands into large-scale collaboration in the networked information environment. It ranges from scientific research and knowledge commons to non-professional information and cultural production taking place on entertainment sites and in grassroots movements, communities and interpersonal relationships (i.e. families and friendships).
The digital commons in particular expand from FOSS development to distributed content production and sharing of processing, storage, and communications platforms. Examples of distributed content production are the Nasa Clickworkers, Wikipedia, Kuro5hin, Multiplayer Online Games, Open Directory Project, Slashdot, and Project Gutenberg. Examples of sharing of processing, storage, and communications platforms are Napster, Gnutella, SETI@home, Skype, Bitcoin, and WiFi. The digital commons have proliferated globally in the last decade to an extent that largely escapes Benkler's own work. Recent research has documented hundreds of cases currently in progress (De Filippi and Tréguer 2015a; De Filippi and Troxler 2016) 5 . Arguably, blockchain technology also has the potential to support both online and offline decentralised collaboration (De Filippi and Hassan 2016) .
Nevertheless, Benkler is somewhat ambivalent when it comes to examining the overall scope of commons-based peer production. He almost overwhelmingly limits commons-based peer production to information, knowledge and cultural production, arguing that decentralised social production cannot apply to large-scale material goods like the manufacturing of automobiles, steel or airplanes. Commons-based peer production, he claims, is not always the most efficient model even for the production of information, knowledge and culture. It can be prone to failure because of insufficient contributions or due to large parts of the population being sceptical about non-market models of provisioning goods (Benkler 2013, 244) . The crux of his argument is that commons-based peer production has certain advantages over the state, markets or firms in identifying and allocating human capital and creativity (Benkler 2002a, 381 ). Yet commons-based peer production will not replace state and market operation. It can only improve their imperfections by establishing a third pillar of a more autonomous civil society.
Paradoxically, Benkler states that it is worthwhile to continue building more of the successes of commons-based peer production and try to control as much of our world as possible with its mutualistic modality of social organisation (Benkler 2013, 216) . In a liberal twist, he holds that the basic problem for a political theory dealing with the emergence of commons-based peer production is the infeasibility of removing power from even a reasonably well-functioning democratic state and market economy (Benkler 2013, 242 ).
Yet if it is infeasible to remove power from the state and the market, how could commons-based peer production control as much of our world economy as possible? Benkler himself wonders how generalisable the commons can be beyond constituting a mere hack, beneficial only under particular circumstances and overlaid on the background of a liberal state with a reasonably liberal property and market system (Benkler 2013, 242) . One can, therefore, identify a tension between Benkler's liberal commitments and his anarchistic visions of the commons. By liberal commitments I mean the normative political framework adopted by Benkler that refers to the defence of the moral values of negative freedom, individual autonomy and pluralism, as embedded in modern capitalist markets and state democracies. The anarchistic visions of Benkler seemingly contravene his liberal commitments inasmuch as he advocates the expansion of propertyless, decentralised and stateless commons-based peer production. Benkler is being realistic by stressing the current premature development of commons-based peer production. He draws our attention to the fact that commons-based peer production is still in its infancy and suffers from several imperfections. Further qualitative and quantitative studies on peer production would yield better outcomes on how central or peripheral a phenomenon this is (Benkler 2002a, 444) . At the same time, he is utopian by pushing further the boundaries of commonsbased peer production to control as much as possible of the world economy. However, he does not illustrate a clear path towards this transition. Prior to delving deeper into this ambivalence, it is essential to examining the economic and social enablers of commons-based peer production.
The Economic and Social Enablers of Commons-Based Peer Production
In providing a theoretical explanation of commons-based peer production, Benkler builds on a large body of work stemming primarily from the social sciences. To begin with, he intentionally positions himself inside the mainstream of economic theory to be consonant with current discussions of law and policy. He thus uses Ronald Coase's transaction costs theory to argue that peer production could, under certain circumstances, be a less costly institutional form than either markets or hierarchical organisations:
We would say that when the cost of organizing an activity on a peered basis is lower than the cost of using the market or hierarchical organization, then peer production will emerge (Benkler 2002a, 403 ).
Benkler further draws on Manuel Castells's work to argue that commons-based peer production is co-emergent with a networked information economy that replaces industrial information economy on the grounds of four basic inherent features: (1) the primary inputs and outputs of production in the networked information economy, unlike the industrial economy, are open access commons -existing information, knowledge and culture; they are non-rival/anti-rival goods, since their marginal cost of reproduction is near zero; (2) there are cheap physical capital costs (cheap processor-based computer networks) coupled with the digitisation of information production; (3) the architecture of the Internet allows for the decentralisation and modularity of human computer interaction; in addition, human creativity is more central and variable in the information production than in other modes of production, meaning that is more diverse, flexible and, therefore, potentially more effective; (4) the dramatic decline in communication costs.
Transaction cost theory thus testifies to low entry barriers to information, knowledge and cultural production:
The dramatic decline in the cost of the material means of producing and exchanging information, knowledge, and culture has substantially decreased the costs of information expression and exchange, and thereby increased the relative efficacy of non-market production. When these facts are layered over the fact that information, knowledge, and culture have become the central highvalue-added economic activities of the most advanced economies, we find ourselves in a new and unfamiliar social and economic condition. Social behavior that traditionally was relegated to the peripheries of the economy has become central to the most advanced economies. Non-market behavior is becoming central to producing our information and cultural environment. Sources of knowledge and cultural edification, through which we come to know and comprehend the world, to form our opinions about it, and to express ourselves in communication with others about what we see and believe have shifted from heavy reliance on commercial, concentrated media, to being produced on a much more widely distributed model, by many actors who are not driven by the imperatives of advertising or the sale of entertainment goods (Benkler 2006, 56) .
Transaction costs theory alone cannot explain the rise of commons-based peer production. The latter is additionally marked by a diversity of non-monetary motivations, the centrality of which poses a puzzle for conventional economics, since it contradicts its main behavioural model of the self-interested maximiser.
Conventional wisdom dating back to Aristotle and Hobbes has emphasised the problem of collective action in economics. Under the "Tragedy of the Commons" critique, famously introduced by Hardin (1968) , fall the motivation and organisation problems of the commons. Hardin called us to picture a pasture open to all, in which each herder acts as a self-interested actor, aiming to maximise his gain by adding more and more animals for grazing. This eventually results in overgrazing and pasture depletion. Hardin's metaphor of the grazing commons has been formalised as a prisoner's dilemma game that expands accordingly in all situations where the "tragedy of the commons" applies. Today, the so called "tragedy of the commons" could also be applicable to the Internet (spectrum usage) and the digital commons 6 .
Traditional responses to this problem combine Hobbes's Leviathan approachcentral command and control -with Smith's invisible hand of the market that matches supply and demand by means of property rights and price signals. Cycles of a Leviathan state and the invisible hand of the market intersect historically in the 'moving' peripheries of managerial hierarchies and markets, taking for granted the selfishness of mankind.
Organisational sociology suggests that effective organisations succeed through hierarchical control and management (Weber 1978) . Neoclassical economic explanations of behaviour are based on the assumption of a fundamentally self-interested rational actor motivated by financial and other incentives (Lowenberg 1990 ). Compensation and contracts are, therefore, necessary for individuals to exchange the valuable products of their work and thus maximise their subjective utility.
On the flipside, motivation is considered to be lacking in commons-based peer production, since no one will invest time, money and energy in a project if they cannot appropriate its benefits. Moreover, power to organise collaboration in the use of the resource is absent. Therefore, organisation will be insufficient and collaboration will fail. How are we then to explain the success of numerous cases of natural and digital commons, highlighted by Ostrom and Benkler respectively?
Ostrom proved Hardin wrong by illustrating hundreds of cases of common pool resources self-managed by user communities for centuries in accordance with welldefined rules and norms. After extensive field observation, she came up with a set of design principles governing limited-access commons, such as the demarcation of clear boundaries, the matching of rules with local needs and conditions, the modification of rules by users themselves, the monitoring of resources and the imposition of sanctions on free-riders. Thus, Ostrom's empirical work offers important insights on how formal and informal norms can structure collaboration along the lines of nonproperty-based schemes. Yet her studies focus on relatively limited groups of participants, rather than examining the sustainability of large-scale non-proprietary peer production projects such as the digital commons (Benkler 2002a, 378) . In addition, conventional economics consider Ostrom's limited-access commons developing at the periphery, thus failing to touch on the core of the world economy, in which the model of the self-interested maximiser prevails.
Benkler shows that this does not hold true for the digital commons, which account for a considerable part of the actual economy. FOSS, in particular, is an economically significant institutional and organisational strategy:
As of January of 2013, Apache held a 55% market share, Microsoft 17%; nginx, an alternative FOSS platform, 13%; Google's servers for its own machines, 4%; and the remainder was held by platforms bunched as "other". Historically, Microsoft's Internet explorer held over 95% of the market after it squeezed Netscape Navigator out of the market (illegally, according antitrust adjudications in both the US and EU). Netscape then spun out Navigator to a non-profit, the Mozilla foundation, as FOSS. Overtime, Firefox gradually captured market share over the 2000s, and in 2008 Google released Chrome, and at the same time a parallel, FOSS project, Chromium. As of January 2013, competing methods identify IE as either having 55% of the desktop browser market or 31%; and Chrome and Firefox having either 18% and 20%, respectively, or 36% and 22% respectively. (ZDNET 2013) . By a different measure, almost 40% of firms engaged in software development reported spending development time on developing and contributing to FOSS software. (Lerner and Schankerman 2010) […] Wikipedia is by far the most successful, largest, and most diverse peer production project. The subject of several books and over 5,000 articles, Wikipedia is among the top 6 to 8 sites in the world, and has become the basic knowledge utility of networked life, alongside Google search […] Online, in a range of specific product areas, business models that deepen on peer production have outcompeted businesses that depend on more traditional, price-cleared or firm-centric models of production. Flickr, Photobucket, and Google Images, all of which are peer production platforms capable of delivering stock photography, have overshadowed Corbis, the primary form using the traditional model in this field. Youtube, Google video, and Vimeo are all more highly ranked as online video sites than the proprietary models of Hulu, Vevo, or even Netflix (though Netflix, the most widely used among these, is roughly equal to Vimeo). TripAdvisor is more popular than Lonely Planet, Fodor's, or Frommers in travel guides. Yelp, in restaurant reviews. In all, organizations, both for-profit and non-profit, who have found ways of organizing their core production function on a peer production model have thrived in the networked environment often overcoming competition from traditional market-and firm-based models. (Benkler 2016b, 6-7) It is evident, then, that the technological innovations of the 21st century in information, knowledge and cultural production has given the opportunity to individuals, groups and firms to produce a wide range of commercial and non-commercial products and services, using a variety of strategies, which rely on exclusive to nonexclusive property rights applied both to market and non-market models. However, this is far from establishing the hegemony of commons-based peer production, as Benkler paradoxically envisages. Rather, it testifies to the co-optation of FOSS development by capital; that is, the corporate appropriation of peer production for the purpose of profit maximisation (Birkinbine 2018; Broumas 2017) .
As regards the non-monetary motivations inherent in FOSS development, Benkler argues that there is no puzzle to solve, since the theoretical framework adopted to explain behaviour by conventional economics is simply flawed. The widely held assumption that self-interest motivates behaviour, that managerial hierarchies and markets are the best ways to produce goods, that property rights and contracts are sine qua non for organising production, are not equally applicable to information (Benkler 2006, 41) . FOSS forces us to re-evaluate these claims by placing intrinsic and social motivations, rather than material incentives, at the core of innovation; by questioning the centrality of managerial hierarchies and markets to the innovation process; and by challenging the centrality of property, as opposed to the interaction of property and commons (Benkler 2016a, 1) .
The incentives problem raised by neoclassical economics has been extensively addressed by the literature today with regards to FOSS development (Lakhani and von Hippel 2003; Lerner and Tirole 2002; von Krogh et al. 2003 ). Lerner and Tirole have catalogued a series of intrinsic and social motivations in FOSS production that testify to some combination of hedonic gain and indirect appropriation: the playful joy of creation, reputation, social-psychological rewards, and increases in human capital are some of the indirect benefits for those participating in commons-based peer production (Lerner and Tirole 2002) . Given that two thirds of the revenues of the software industry are service-based, the skills indirectly appropriated in free software development can be directly redeemed in proprietary projects (Benkler 2002a, 424-425) . This goes to show, however, that extrinsic motivations combine with intrinsic motivations rather than getting overshadowed by the latter.
Benkler draws on the work of Eric von Hippel (1988; 2005) to further argue that innovation is a collective process of knowledge production and learning. Von Hippel has introduced a model of user-driven innovation, both online and offline. His theoretical and empirical work has shown how the model of user innovation has been integrated into the business model of innovative firms even in sectors far removed from either the network or from information production -like designing kite-surfing equipment or mountain bikes. But, still, this is another version of firms co-opting user innovation rather than democratising innovation, as von Hippel claims. Benkler seems thus to overstate the collective and non-monetary features of Commons-based peer production. Benkler (2016a, 8) refers also to extensive empirical work carried out across a vast array of disciplines in the last decades, which shows that humans exhibit diverse pro-social motivations, responding to a range of non-material, non-self-interested motivations, from reciprocity to group identity through, in some cases, altruism (Camerer and Fehr 2004; Fehr and Gintis 2007; Ostrom 1990 ). Experimental and observational data has exhaustively documented that the effects of standard economic incentive tools such as material rewards and punishments are not only inseparable from but, in some cases, detrimental to the sum of motivations across the target population (Bowles and Polania-Reyes 2012; Bowles and Hwang 2008; Frey and Jegen 2001; Frey 1997 ). Not only is there a tension between material rewards and pro-social motivations, but also between diverse pro-social motivations themselves. Individuals are driven by motivations that differ from each other in mixing motivational drivers. Peer production therefore faces a critical design challenge for balancing out motivations that has not yet been addressed by commons-based peer production. Monetary motivations still prevail by necessity. The need for most parts of society to pay the bills and make a living in a capitalist economy usually overtakes non-monetary pro-social motivations.
To address the dependence of the commons on capital and the subsequent cooptation of the former by the latter, De Angelis (2017) has introduced the ideas of "boundary commoning" and "structural coupling", that is, the expansion of the commons through internal cooperation and external deals that each allow the former to reproduce within capitalism and reach a critical mass on a mission to bring about a "middle class explosion". Similarly, Bauwens and Kostakis (2014) have introduced the notion of the capitalist commons, that is, commons developing in co-operation with a friendly capitalism willing or forced to adjust to commons-based peer produc-tion in the long run. I will examine the pros and cons of both proposals in the last section of this article.
Back to Benkler: his main intent is not merely to highlight the diversity of prosocial motivations inherent in commons-based peer production, but to question the current dominance of neoliberalism by dispelling the myth of universal selfishness and progressing the commons into an autonomous and sustainable mode of production. His basic argument is that the Internet and FOSS bring to the fore the cooperative element of human nature, occasionally counterweighting self-interested motivations. To back up this claim, he brings up striking evidence from evolutionary biology and the social sciences, illustrating the shift in the scientific understanding of human rationality from the model of the self-interested maximiser, driven by competition and separable motivations, to the model of homo socialis, driven by co-operation and diverse pro-social motivations (Benkler 2011b ). Rationality does not always translate into self-interest, since humans often rationally pursue non-self-interested goals.
His overstatements excluded, Benkler is right to claim that our organisational models of society, from the state and firms to markets and institutions, are based on a wrong anthropological type. A new field of co-operative human systems design is needed to account for the diversity of motivations and for the non-additivity of material with social motivations. To further envisage this transition it is essential to compare neoliberalism with commons-based peer production in terms of the markers of uncertainty and complexity.
Uncertainty and Complexity: Trade-Offs Between Commons-Based Peer Production, Managerial Hierarchies and Markets
Uncertainty (whether with unknown or known probabilities) and complexity (whether linear stochastic or non-linear) pose major problems for both neoclassical economics and new institutional models, because agents, resources and projects are highly diverse and interconnected, with the interactions among them becoming enormously complex to the point that small differences in initial conditions can dramatically alter outcomes over time (Benkler 2002a, 406-415 ).
To further demonstrate this viewpoint, Benkler juxtaposes neoliberalism with commons-based peer production in terms of information-processing systems. His main argument is that commons-based peer production, under certain circumstances, processes information better than neoliberalism on conditions of complexity and uncertainty (Benkler 2002a, 406) . Information here is used by Benkler in the technical sense of reducing uncertainty.
In broad terms, neoliberalism refers to the doctrine that markets and firms unfettered by state intervention better allocate resources (Brown 2015; Springer 2012) . Neoliberalism is predicated on the neoclassical economics assumption that collective action fails to manage economy owning to the uncertainty and complexity inherent in information-processing, rendering coordination and planning impossible (Reisman 1990 ). Complexity and uncertainty impede collective action -the prisoner's dilemma game renamed. Only pricing in markets produces good information and coordination. Clear property rights and free markets are necessary and sufficient for welfare.
Ostrom, on the other hand, has demonstrated that hierarchies, prices and property are 'lossy' in processing information under conditions of uncertainty and complexity. The plethora of limited-access commons thriving across the globe over centuries indicate that there is no single model of ideal organisation. There is vast diversity consistent with polycentricity. In plenty of cases, local knowledge and practices out-perform rationalised models, both bureaucratic and abstract markets. Redundancy, resilience and experimentation on the freedom to co-operate produce better practices. Therefore, property limits exploration.
Benkler expands this mode of production on the Internet to sketch out the move from tightly-coupled systems managed by well-designed mechanisms to looselycoupled systems based on experimentation and ethical engagement. Innovation and information production do not emerge as much from strong intellectual property rights, as held by conventional wisdom. Information, knowledge, and culture are produced in diverse ways that render exclusive property rights -like patents, copyrights, and similar regulatory constraints on the use and exchange of information -detrimental to innovation and information production (Benkler 2006, 48) . Innovation comes mostly from a mixture of non-market sources -both state and non-state -and market actors whose business models do not strictly depend on the regulatory framework of intellectual property (Benkler 2006, 39) . Economists have long emphasised the costs of patents to information production, given the public-goods nature of information (Arrow 1962) . Strong patent protection increases the costs that current innovators have to pay on existing knowledge more than it increases the benefits of appropriating the value of their own contributions (Benkler 2006, 38-39) . Strong intellectual property leads to commercialisation, concentration, and homogenisation of information production rights, thus stifling innovation (Benkler 2002b) .
Commons-based peer production relies instead on more open, diverse and flexible copyright options. Commons-based licensing comes in a variety of forms. Ostrom makes the distinction between exclusive private property rights and a bundle of rights that are most relevant to the use of common-pool resources, such as the right to access (enter a defined physical area and enjoy non-subtractive benefits), withdraw (obtain resource units or products), manage (regulate internal use patterns), and exclude and alienate (sell or lease management and exclusion rights) (Ostrom and Hess 2007, 11) . In Ostrom's account, property rights define authorities over a range of possible actions. In other words, property accounts for a sort of power over nature and others.
The General Public License (GPL) expands some of the features of limitedaccess commons into the digital commons by allowing software to be freely accessed, copied, modified and distributed on the same terms. The GPL is widely used in free and open source software in a variety of versions.
Creative Commons (CC) licensing comes also in a variety of types: (1) the attribution license (CC-BY) permits the copy, remix and redistribution of the material (not limited to software) for any purpose, even commercially, provided that credit is given; (2) the attribution -non-commercial (CC-BY-NC) license permits the copy, remix and redistribution of the material for non-commercial purposes, provided that credit is given; (3) the attribution -share alike (CC-BY-SA) license permits the copy, remix and redistribution of the material for any purpose, even commercially, provided that credit is given and any modification is distributed under the same license; (4) the attribution -non-derivatives (CC-BY-ND) license allows only original copies to be distributed, provided that credit is given.
Thus, the idea that property (as opposed to a mixed infrastructure of property and commons) is the foundation of growth is due for a major revision (Benkler 2006, 9) . Commons-based licensing does not entail the complete rejection of the property model but rather the reimagination of it. Property and contractual relations are just one set in an institutional toolkit. Commons-based peer production thus translates into a diversity of institutional forms and motivations. Commons-based peer produc-tion can be individual or collaborative, commercial and non-commercial. The individual can be both part of and apart from the collective. Peer production does not displace market actors, but increases the diversity of actors, motivations and transactional forms. It basically decentralises authority where capacity to act exists, thereby diffusing freedom and power to the many.
From the viewpoint of uncertainty and complexity, peer production brings to the fore an information-processing problem for neoclassical economics, which sustain the economic bedrock of neoliberalism. Markets and firm-based hierarchies aim at attaining "perfect information" by reducing uncertainties agents face in evaluating complex and different courses of action (Benkler 2002a, 408) . To solve this problem, markets attach price signals to alternative courses of action, while firms assign different weights to different signals from different agents. Signals should be clear and comparable to determine the most cost-efficient use of the relevant factors of production (agents and resources). Both markets and firms need to specify the object of the signal sufficiently so that property, contract, and managerial instructions codify the attributes of agents, resources and projects in a precise manner. Where the particulars cannot be so codified, different agents, resources and projects cannot be accordingly priced or managed. Pricing, then, provides relatively crude information about actual variability among agents, resources and projects.
The fine-grained, diverse qualities of agents, resources and projects and the subsequent fine-grained differences in input combinations or user interactions account for the impossibility to reach managerial decision or price clearance without significant loss of information, control, and, ultimately, effectiveness (Benkler 2016b, 9) . The divergence of the existing modes of production -peer production, markets and firms -from the ideal condition of "perfect information" results in information opportunity costs embedded in each mode accordingly. Benkler thus holds that markets and firms are lossy compared to peer production.
Central to Benkler's hypothesis about the information and allocation gains of peer production is the premise that human creativity is highly variable, individuated and therefore very difficult to standardise in the contracts necessary for either marketcleared or hierarchically-organised production (Benkler 2002a, 409) . Human creativity is difficult to qualify/quantify for efficient contracting or management due to the multitude of talent, motivation, experience, availability, and so on. Perfect information is all the more unattainable because of the increased transaction costs inherent in the specification process. Moreover, property and contractual relations render agents and resources 'sticky'. That is, employees are not flexible enough to change information, collaborate and thus co-produce knowledge and innovation.
Peer production can improve on markets and firms by correcting these two failures. Recognising the lossiness and rigidity of markets and firms suggests the information and allocation gains of peer production:
Where the physical capital costs of information production are low and where existing information resources are freely or cheaply available, the low cost of communication among very large sets of agents allows agents to collect information through extensive communication and feedback instead of using information-compression mechanisms like prices or managerial instructions (Benkler 2002a, 413) .
Commons-based peer production has particular advantages for identifying and allocating human creativity available to work on information and cultural resources, since it relies on decentralised information-gathering and exchange to reduce uncertainty and complexity in information-processing. Information exchange among large sets of agents who use existing information resources cheaply to freely communicate reduces uncertainty as to the likely value of various courses of productive action by creating substantial information and allocation gains. The latter overcome the information exchange costs due to the absence of transaction and coordination costs related to pricing, managerial direction, contractual relations and property rights (Benkler 2002a, 406-412) . In sum, compared to peer production, information production in managerial hierarchies and markets is lossy, sticky and costly.
The point here is not merely quantitative. It is not just that more people can participate in production. In essence, it is the quality of participations that creates the information and allocation gains of peer production. Given the uncertainty as to the value of various productive activities and the variability of human creativity vis-à-vis any set of production opportunities, decentralised coordination and continuous communication among the pool of potential producers and consumers can generate better information about the most valuable productive actions and the best human agents available at a given time. This way, peer production has the potential to identify who will best produce a specific component of a project.
Yet peer production will not always be successful or superior to markets and firms. The big issue is whether peer production results in an organised chaos better corresponding to the variability of human capacities, or in a disorganised chaos rendering firms and managerial hierarchies indispensable for resource allocation and social cohesion, and which conditions contribute to either outcome. This is a complex and varied function playing out in a gradation of trade-offs. The primary trade-off is between monetary and non-monetary motivations, breaking down into two basic counterbalancing variables: the degree of information uncertainty and the degree of the capital investment necessary for the realisation of a project. The more routine the tasks, and the more capital-intensive a project is, the more appropriate monetary 'incentives' are to motivating contributions, and, therefore, the bigger the role of markets and firms will be in organising production. The more complex and the less costly or capital-intensive a project is, the more likely to attract non-monetary motivations, and, therefore, the bigger the space for peer production (Benkler 2002a, 403-404) .
The primary trade-off between monetary and non-monetary motivations results through different analogies and combinations in two basic forms of peer production: commons-based peer production and firm-hosted peer production. The latter comes in a variety of types. We have already mentioned a number of firms that incorporate peer production and FOSS in their strategies. Peer production also shares several attributes with distributed innovation practices emerging in the last decade on the model of the so-called 'sharing' and gig economy, such as crowdsourcing and online labour markets. But still, Benkler points out that not all firms and online business models necessarily deviate from commons-based peer production. What marks a site as firm-hosted peer production or commons-based peer production is not whether a firm owns the site or the trademark associated with it, but whether contract and property are separated from commons governance and management. When IBM participates in Apache and Google distributes Chromium under a FOSS license, they formally own the code, but they do not have the right to intervene in Commons-based peer production. When the peer editors of Wikitravel disapproved of the policies of the site/trademark owner, Internet Brands, they had the right to leave, take all the content, which was under a creative commons license, and start afresh as WikiVoyage (Benkler 2016b, 5-6 ).
Benkler focuses on the examination of commons-based peer production wherein the primary trade-off between non-monetary and monetary motivations breaks down into four additional variables: (1) the scale of peer production; (2) the degree of modularity and granularity; (3) the trade-off between waste and efficiency; (4) the cost of integration.
Commons-based peer production has an advantage over market and firms in large-scale collaborations, which are costly to sustain. It would be extremely costly for a firm to produce Wikipedia or Linux. Moreover, large-scale commons-based production renders the motivations problem trivial, since monetary and non-monetary motivations coexist in non-exclusive ways (Benkler 2002a, 433-434) . As Benkler (2002a, 434-435) puts it: "The sustainability of any given project depends, therefore, not on the total cost but on how many individuals contribute to it relative to the overall cost".
Moreover, the sustainability of commons-based peer production depends on the degree to which it can reduce the waste produced from duplication of effort. The problem is solved when duplication of effort produces more efficiency than waste. In that case, redundancy, that is, the production of the same component by different people, makes peer production more innovative, robust and resilient.
Commons-based peer production is further limited not by the total cost or complexity of a project, but by its modularity and granularity. Modularity is the degree to which a project can break down into smaller components that can be independently and asynchronously produced and recombined. The higher the degree of modularity, the bigger the autonomy and flexibility of peer production. Granularity refers to the size of each module in terms of the time and effort needed to produce it. The smaller the size, the more people are likely to participate in peer production.
The remaining obstacle to peer production is the cost of integration, that is, firstly, the filtering out of incompetent and malign actors and, secondly, the combination of the modules into a whole. Commons-based peer production solves this problem by a combination of four mechanisms: iterative and modular peer production of the integration function itself (moderation and metamoderation on Slashdot); technical solutions embedded in the collaboration platform (Slashdot, Nasa Clickworkers project, Kuro5hin); norm-based social organisation (limited-access commons, Wikipedia, Kuro5hin); and limited reintroduction of hierarchy or market to provide the integration function alone without appropriating the full value of the product (IBM, Linux Kernel, Apache) (Benkler 2002a, 436-443) . Benkler puts it very succinctly:
Where the physical capital requirements of a project are either very low, or capable of fulfillment by utilizing pre-existing distributed capital endowments, where the project is susceptible to modularization for incremental production pursued by diverse participants, and where the diversity gain from harnessing a wide range of experience, talent, insight, and creativity in innovation, quality, speed, or precision of connecting outputs to demand is high, peer production can emerge and outperform markets and hierarchies (Benkler 2016b, 10-11) .
Interestingly, Benkler argues that integration could provide the opportunity for the creation of peer-based/co-operative models for monetary appropriation, allowing contributors to share the benefits of large-scale service projects, rather than relegating them to individual indirect appropriation (Benkler 2002a, 443) . To some degree, this early speculation has come to fruition today. Several cases testify to the rise of platform co-operativism, which is a newly-born business model referring to co-operatively-owned, democratically-governed enterprises that use a protocol, website or mobile app to facilitate the sale of goods and services (Scholz 2016a; . In addition, blockchain technology arguably has the potential to enhance Commonsbased peer production, since it can mutatis mutandis provide a software framework, capable of supporting decentralisation, democratic self-governance and distribution of value (De Filippi and Hassan 2016) . However, all these are still experiments and working hypotheses that need to be tested empirically in the long term if they are to sustain an institutional alternative to market and state operation.
To sum up, commons-based peer production is an information, innovation and knowledge production system that, under certain conditions, bears an organisational advantage over firms, governments and pure market clearance. Its success has additional implications for politics and economics. It requires that we reformulate our conceptions about motivations and incentives; it recalibrates the role of property and contract in the domains of information-dependent production and innovation; and it requires adaptations to the theory of the firm and organisational management (Benkler 2016b, 2) . What would, therefore, be the role of firms, governments and markets in relation to the potential future development of commons-based peer production?
Expanding the Scope of Commons-Based Peer Production
One plausible scenario is that firms would continue to prevail on conditions of high capital costs and rent-extraction opportunities that give an advantage over firmhosted or commons-based peer production. The role of firms in innovation becomes then contingent and path-dependent, rather than efficiency or growth-oriented (Benkler 2016a, 7) . Firms might move also from information product-based business models to information-embedding material products and service-based business models, thereby shifting towards firm-hosted peer production. A third scenario would be the transition from firm-hosted peer production to a broader collaborative economy that embraces peer production more openly by adopting a co-operative model based on sustainability and reciprocity (Benkler 2016a, 8) .
A number of thinkers have built on the third scenario. Adam Arvidsson and Nikolai Peitersen (2013) illustrate an ethical economy of productive publics, consisting in collaborative networks of peer producers, supported by the Internet and mobile applications. Commons-based peer production could enhance an economic democracy in which the universal measure of value would be the general sentiment. Arvidsson and Peitersen demonstrate a technologically advanced Habermasian transformation of the public sphere, which would open up a more rational and democratic negotiation of economic value, bringing together politics, the commons and a reformed capitalism. Johan Söderberg (2008) envisages a hacker movement expanding into commons-based peer production, thus subverting capitalism. De Angelis (2017) develops a post-capitalist version of the commons based on a Marxist-feminist political economy. Douglas Rushkoff (2016) introduces a hybrid business model of co-operation between corporations and the commons in the form of a "benefit corporation" where the pursuit of growth is subsumed to a sustainable economy based on value creation and the recycling of money. The "benefit corporation" model would be framed by nonprofit and social enterprises, crowdfunding, local currencies, time banks and platform co-operatives built on blockchain protocols. In a similar vein, Kostakis and Bauwens develop a model of open co-operativism between commons-based peer production, ethical market entities and a partner state ).
In all above scenarios, the role of government remains crucial. From the standpoint of a law scholar, Benkler emphasises the issue of property rights. As mentioned above, his main argument is that strong intellectual property rights are detrimental to innovation and knowledge/information production. They harm peer production by raising the cost of access to information, thereby limiting the barriers for hundreds of thousands who could otherwise contribute without violating the rights of the owner of the information input. Therefore, the state would do better to enhance commonsbased licensing rather than strengthening intellectual property rights (Benkler 2002a, 444-446; Benkler 2001; Benkler 2002b ). Benkler does not limit the role of governments to the regulation of the copyright system. He favours a liberal state that plays constructive roles in the networked information economy. Some examples are the municipal funding of neutral broadband networks, state funding of basic research, and possible strategic regulatory interventions to negate monopoly control over essential resources in the digital environment (Benkler 2006, 21) .
However, the relation of commons-based peer production to state and market operation remains somewhat vague in Benkler's, work given his ambivalence over the scope of commons-based peer production, indicating a tension between his liberal commitments and anarchistic visions. This tension reflects a deeper lacuna in his work, revealing the absence of a strategy as to how the digital commons can replicate itself into the material Commons and control as much as possible of the world economy.
In this respect, De Angelis's critique of Benkler that the immaterial production of the digital commons depends crucially on material production is valid (De Angelis and Pedersen 2010) . Software and hardware need energy and minerals in their industrial production, while software developers themselves need to eat, rest and reproduce. Both resources and agents are conditioned by capitalist social structures shaping politics, the market and civil society at large. Thus, the absence of a strategy to expand the digital commons into material production hinders the control of the world economy as much as possible, as Benkler's anarchistic visions would suggest.
But De Angelis himself does not offer a concrete alternative. In his latest work, he portrays a post-capitalist vision of commons-based peer production (De Angelis 2017) . He introduces the mechanisms of "boundary commoning" and "structural coupling" to boost, respectively, the internal co-operation between different commons and the making of external deals with capital, both allowing the commons to expand within capitalism and to reach a critical mass on a mission to bring about a "middle class explosion". Drawing on systems theory, cybernetics and Marxist-feminist political economy, he develops a tautological version of the commons movement supposed to gradually outflank the state and capital by reducing the power of the latter to regulate the complexity and variety of the former. Put simply, De Angelis argues that the commons will grow by creating common wealth that will allow it to interlace, multiply and outpace the state and capital. The big issue is, however, how to create the common wealth necessary for the multiplication of the commons given the high dependence of the commons on the state and capital. De Angelis acknowledges the deep relation of the commons movement to law, politics and the media. Yet he does not provide any concrete proposal as to how this relation could develop in the interests of the commons.
De Angelis has successfully conceptualised the fine line between material and immaterial production, emphasising the reproduction basis of the commons: food, care, energy, housing, education, social relations. However, he does not offer a solu-tion as to how the immaterial production of digital commons can connect to material commons-based peer production and reproduce the commons in the long run.
Bauwens and Kostakis have the ambition to fill this gap in the literature. Similarly to De Angelis, they advocate a sort of capitalist commons, that is, commons developing in co-operation with a friendly capitalism willing or forced to adjust to commonsbased peer production in the long run. Some examples are a number of companies active in FOSS development such as the Linux Professional Institute, the Mozilla corporation, Red Hat, Endless, SUSE, Wikia company, Automatic company, Enspiral, Sensorica, and more (Bauwens et al. 2017) . The advantage of Bauwens and Kostakis's work over De Angelis's is that they develop a more concrete and coherent strategy on a mission to advance commons-based peer production vis-à-vis capital and the state.
Bauwens and Kostakis introduce the "Design Global -Manufacture Local" (DG-ML) model to connect local commons (limited-access/material commons) to global commons (digital/immaterial Commons) (Kostakis et al. 2016) . In a nutshell, DG-ML follows the logic that what is not scarce becomes global (i.e. global commons of knowledge, design, software), and what is scarce (i.e. hardware) becomes local. Global (digital) commons connect to local commons via Transition Towns, decentralised communities and fablabs/makerspaces based on free/open source software/hardware and renewable energy systems distributed through microgrids on blockchain and the Internet of Things. 3D printers, open source hardware (i.e. Arduino), laser cutters, and CNC machines help connect open source code to design and manufacture. Thus, the DG-ML model introduces an on-demand distributed mode of production that has significant advantages over capitalist production: (1) it lowers production costs (no patent costs, no transportation and maintenance costs, no planned obsolescence); (2) it democratises production by unleashing new forms of collaboration and techno-social innovation; (3) it contributes to a sustainable and resilient society and economy (Kostakis et al. 2015, 126) . A number of illustrative case studies have been documented in the literature so far: L'Atelier Paysan (AP), Farm Hack (FH), Ability-Mate, Wikihouse, RepRap, Osvehicle and OpenBionics (Kostakis et al. 2016) .
These are all still limited cases that need to expand and be tested empirically in the long term, before they crystallise into a sustainable economic model of commonsbased peer production. Kostakis and Bauwens recognise that the DG-ML model alone cannot challenge capitalism. For this reason, they incorporate the DG-ML model on a broader ecosystem of open co-operativism that consists of three interrelated components: (1) the civil society of commons-based peer production; (2) ethical market entities aligning around commons-based peer production; and (3) a Partner State supporting win-win partnerships between civil society and ethical market entities ). Kostakis and Bauwens argue for the creation of a diversity of institutions -including a partner state -built around commons-based peer production for the purpose of sustaining a counter-hegemonic power against predatory capitalism and neoliberalism. In this framework, the role of the state is not limited to calibrating the space between markets and peer production by loosening up strong intellectual property rights, as noted by Benkler, but expands into creating the conditions for a long-term commons transition. The state becomes a commons state rather than a liberal or social democratic state.
In contrast to Benkler's optimism over the prospects of Commons-based licensing, Bauwens and Kostakis are vigilant against the actual co-optation of cybercommunism by platform capitalism. They argue that the more communist the sharing li-cense, the more capitalist the practice . And this is, indeed, what we have witnessed occurring in FOSS production during the last two decades (Birkinbine 2018 ). This does not diminish the fact that firm-hosted peer production allows for hundreds of thousands of developers to collaborate globally in a decentralised manner. Such collaboration does not prevent, however, corporations rendering peer production into a precarious model of subsistence for the majority of participants. To reverse this, Bauwens and Kostakis introduce a Peer Production/Copyfair License (PPL), first designed and proposed by Kleiner (2010) , that differs both from the GPL and the Creative Commons License in that it allows the commercialisation of one's work rather than a more agile copyright protection. Instead of capital capturing the use value of the Commons by means of the GPL (ex. IBM), the PPL allows for the commercialisation of commons resources and knowledge in exchange for reciprocity (material or immaterial) or rent. The goal here is to introduce reciprocity in the market. Additionally, a stream of income could be directed from ethical market entities to the commons, thus securing the sustenance of the Commons.
Yet Bauwens and Kostakis's account of commons-based peer production does not come without deficiencies. Despite the fact that they develop a more detailed, coherent and concrete strategy compared to De Angelis, they stick at times to a technocratic and economistic vision of the commons. They need instead to envision a more holistic self-institutionalisation of the commons, encompassing all the major social systems (law, politics and the media) along with the reproduction basis of the commons highlighted by De Angelis: care, energy, food, housing, education, morals. Both in Benkler's and Bauwens and Kostakis's work, there is a lack of the political dimension, which is reduced to legalistic and eco-techy hacks. Their work requires a more vibrant political spin to form an inter-compatible strategy aiming to reach a critical mass. This is not to say that an overall strategy for a commons-oriented societal transition is due to the work of single thinkers. Rather, it demands a commons alliance of multiple agents, including citizens, activists, researchers, institutions and political parties across the globe. In particular, human computer interaction and digital platform design deal with complex issues of political theory, embedded in algorithmic design, the examination of which is still nascent both empirically and normatively. The research on how social relations are shaped by information and communication technologies and how the latter relate to our social systems and institutions is still preliminary.
Some of the big challenges lying ahead in commons-based peer production are questions of how to tackle issues of concentration of power and conflict; how to reconcile individuality and pluralism with community and unity; how to combine hierarchy and competition with self-management and co-operation; how to untangle the interweaving of meanings and practices across diverse social imaginaries; how to coordinate dispersed, peer-to-peer initiatives; and how to relate to established social systems and power relations in the market, the state and civil society at large. The scope of commons-based peer production is evidently a work in progress.
Conclusion
This article aims to critically examine the conceptualisation of "commons-based peer production" in the work of Yochai Benkler. Commons-based peer production refers to a non-market sector of information, knowledge and cultural production, not treated as private property but as an ethic of open sharing and co-operation. Benkler has focused his work particularly on the digital commons as it develops on the Internet and FOSS. The digital commons consist of open contributory networks of distributed or collective tasks, set and executed by groups online in a decentralised and autonomous fashion.
I made the case that a tension arises between Benkler's liberal commitments and his anarchistic vision for commons-based peer production. Benkler limits the scope of commons-based peer production to the immaterial production of the digital commons, while paradoxically envisaging the control of as much as possible of the world economy by commons-based peer production. This tension reflects a deeper lacuna in his work, revealing the absence of a strategy as to how the immaterial production of the digital commons can connect to material production.
De Angelis's critique of Benkler highlights the indisputable fact that the immaterial production of the digital commons depends on the material production of energy, raw materials and labour. But he cannot provide a technological link between immaterial and material production.
Bauwens and Kostakis introduce the "Design Global-Manufacture Local" model to connect local commons (limited-access/material commons) with global commons (digital/immaterial commons). The crux of their argument is that the digital commons can replicate itself today into material production through the Internet and digital platforms. 3D printers, open source hardware (i.e. Arduino), laser cutters, and CNC machines help connect open source code to design and manufacture through communities, transition towns, fablabs, and so on. They incorporate the DG-ML model on a broader ecosystem of open co-operativism, which consists of a diversity of institutions built around commons-based peer production with the mission of sustaining a counter-hegemonic power against predatory capitalism and neoliberalism.
Yet Bauwens and Kostakis's account of commons-based peer production does not come without deficiencies. They stick to a technocratic and economistic vision of self-institutionalisation that limits the scope of open co-operativism. Both in Benkler's and Bauwens and Kostakis's work, there is a lack of the political dimension, which is necessary to deal with the moral and social implications emerging at the intersection of technology, society, and politics.
